Abstract. The analytic center ! of an n-dimensional polytope P = fx 2 R n : a T i x ; b i 0 ( i = 1 2 . . . m )g with a nonempty i n terior P int is de ned as the unique minimizer of the logarithmic potential function F(x) = ; P m i=1 log(a T i x ; b i ) o ver P int .
a T i x ; b i 0 ( i = 1 2 . . . m )g with a nonempty i n terior P int is de ned as the unique minimizer of the logarithmic potential function F(x) = ; P m i=1 log(a T i x ; b i ) o ver P int . It is shown that one cycle of a conjugate direction method, applied to the potential function at any v 2 P int such that = q (v ; !) T r 2 F(!)(v ; !) 1=6, generates a pointx 2 P int such that q (x ; !) T r 2 F(!)(x ; !) 23 p n 2 .
Introduction
Let P denote a polytope of the form fx 2 R n : a T i x b i (i = 1 2 . . . m )g. The symbol P int stands for its interior fx 2 R n : a T i x > b i (i = 1 2 . . . m )g. W e assume throughout that P int is nonempty and bounded. Let F denote the logarithmic potential function on P int F(x) = ; m X i=1 log(a T i x ; b i ) for every x 2 P int :
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vector and the Hessian matrix at each x 2 P int by rF (x) a n d r 2 F(x), respectively. B y a simple calculation, we see that
Assuming there exist n linearly independent a i 's, the Hessian matrix r 2 F(x) is positive de nite at every x 2 P int . Hence, the potential function F is strictly convex over P int , and if P int 6 = , the analytic center ! of the polytope P is the unique solution of the system of equations rF (x) = 0. F urthermore, at any x e d x 2 P int , w e c a n d e n e a norm over R n by k k x = q T r 2 F(x) :
(1) We use the norm kx ; !k ! to measure the distance from any x 2 P int to the analytic center ! as in the papers by Renegar 10] and Vaidya 15] .
Consider the linear program It is well known that the set f! : > g, consisting of all the analytic centers, forms a smooth curve w h i c h runs through the interior of the feasible region and converges to an optimal solution of the linear program as tends . The curve is called the central trajectory or the path of centers. Thus, if we n umerically trace the central trajectory till gets su ciently close to , t h e n w e obtain an approximate optimal solution of the linear program (Sonnevend 11] ). Renegar 10] embodied this idea in his polynomialtime algorithm for linear programs using Newton's method for approximating the analytic center of a polytope. Since then, the approximation of the central trajectory by Newton method has played a major role in many i n terior point algorithms developed for linear programs (e.g., F reund and Tan 
Vaidya 15] also investigated the behavior of a Newton-type method for approximating the analytic center. Our research i s m o t i v ated by the following questions: (i) Do conjugate direction and conjugate gradient methods (see, for example, Cohen 1], Hestenes 4] , and Stoer 12] ) w ork as e ectively as Newton's method for approximating the analytic center? (ii) Can these methods be utilized e ectively in interior point algorithms, replacing Newton's method? Here we begin answering these questions. Let v 2 int P,
We are concerned with a conjugate direction method for approximating the analytic center.
Conjugate Direction Method (One Cycle).
Step 0: Let y 0 = v and k = 1 .
Step 1: De ne y k 2 P int by F(y k ) = minfF (y k;1 + d k ) : 2 Rg:
Step 2: If k = n, then stop. Otherwise, set k = k + 1 and go to Step 1.
Our main result is: Theorem 1.2. If = kv ; !k ! 1=6, then ky n ; !k ! 23 p n 2 :
In the remainder of this note we prove this theorem. As by-products, we derive several interesting properties of the potential function and its quadratic approximation. In particular, we will see in Corollary 2.5 that an inequality slightly stronger than (2) holds under the assumption of Theorem 1.1.
Basic analysis 2.1 Symbols and notation
We begin by i n troducing the notation. Let f(x) = F(x) ; F(!) for every x 2 P int :
Obviously, the gradient and the Hessian of the function f at every x 2 P int coincide with those of the potential function F, respectively. By the de nition of the analytic center ! of the polytope P, w e h a ve f(!) = 0 and f(x) 0 for every x 2 P int :
We also call f a potential function.
De ne a quadratic approximation of the potential function f at every y 2 P int by q y (x) = f(y) + rF (y) T (x ; y) + 1 2 (x ; y) T r 2 F(y)(x ; y) for every x 2 R n : (4) In particular, we h a ve q v (x) = q v (x ) + 1 2 (x ; x ) T r 2 F(v)(x ; x ) for every x 2 R n :
Here, x = v ; (r 2 F(v)) ;1 rF (v) denotes the point generated by one Newton iteration for minimizing the potential function f at a point v 2 P int (see Theorem 1.1).
For each x 2 P int , de ne an n m matrix U With this notation, we can rewrite the norm k k x of 2 R n de ned by (1) as
This equality is used very often without any reference. Also, it is easy to verify the following equalities for every pair fx yg P int :
rF (x) = ;U x e (6) r 2 F(x) = U x U T x (7) U y = U x R x y (8) e ; R x y e = U T y (y ; x): (9) 2.2 Some properties of the quadratic approximation
In this subsection we present three lemmas. The rst one estimates the di erence between the norms k k y and k k x of 2 P int when y and x are close. The second and the third ones evaluate the errors in the gradient v ector rq y and the Hessian matrix r 2 q y of the quadratic approximation q y of the potential function f, respectively.
Lemma 2.1. If 2 R n , fx yg P int , and kx ; yk y , then 
On the other hand, we k n o w b y (8) that U T y = R x y U T x . Hence, taking the Euclidean norm of both sides of this equality, w e obtain (1 ; )kU T x k k U T y k = kR x y U T x k (1 + )kU T x k :
Thus, the desired inequalities in (10) follow.
Lemma 2.2. If 2 R n , fx yg P int , and either kx ; yk y or kx ; yk x , then j(rq y (x) ; r F(x)) T j 
hold. We can easily verify that (rq y (x) ; r F(x)) T = (rF (y) + r 2 F(y)(x ; y) ; r F(x)) T (by (4)) = ;U y e + U y U T y (x ; y) + U x e T (by (6) and (7)) = ;U y e + U y (;e + R x y e) + U y R y x e T (by (8) and (9) In either case ( (11) or (12)) the desired inequality follows.
Lemma 2.3. If 2 R n ,fx yg P int and kx ; yk y , then j T (r 2 q y (x) ; r 2 F(x)) j (2 + ) k k 2 y :
Proof: By the de nition (4) of the quadratic function q y and (7), T r 2 q y (x) = kU T y k 2 = k k 2 y and T r 2 F(x) = kU T x k 2 = k k 2 x :
By Lemma 2.1, j T (r 2 q y (x) ; r 2 F(x)) j = jk k 2 y ; k k 2 x j maxfj(1 ; ) 2 k k 2 y ; k k 2 y j j(1 + ) 2 k k 2 y ; k k 2 y jg maxf(2 ; ) (2 + ) gk k 2 y = (2 + ) k k 2 y :
Minimization of the quadratic approximation
The following lemma shows a relation between the minimizer x f of the potential function f and the minimizer x q of its quadratic approximation q y over any a ne subspace S that intersects P int . Lemma 2.4. Suppose S is an a ne subspace o f R n which intersects P int , and let y 2 P int be a n y p oint. Let x f be the minimizer of the potential function f over S \ P int , and let x q be the minimizer over S of the quadratic approximation q y of f at y 2 P int . U n d e r these conditions, if either kx f ;yk y or kx f ;yk x f , then kx q ;x f k y 2 =(1; ):
Proof: From the de nition of x f and x q , (x ; z) T rF (x f ) = 0 and (x ; z) T rq y (x q ) = 0 for any x and z in S. In particular, these inequalities hold for x = x q and z = x f . Hence, (x q ; x f ) T rF (x f ) = 0 and (x q ; x f ) T rq y (x q ) = 0 : (13) Therefore, kx q ; x f k 2 y = kU T y (x q ; x f )k 2 = (x q ; x f ) T U y U T y (x q ; x f ) = (x q ; x f ) T r 2 F(y)(x q ; x f ) (by (7)) = (x q ; x f ) T (rq y (x q ) ; r q y (x f )) (see (4)) = (x q ; x f ) T (rF (x f ) ; r q y (x f )) (by (13) 
for every 2 0 1) and every 2 R n with k k ! = 1. This inequality will be used later. Thus, the minimum of q v (y + d j ) with respect to 2 R is attained at = ; j . 
Concluding remarks

